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The Magic of
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say hello

find some leaves 
 and draw them

What leaf 
   am I?

colour 
 me in

a

c

d

b

answers:   a-Beech  b-Chestnut c-Maple  d-Oak  
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The Magic of

Seasons
Myths and 
 Legends!

        It is thought that this impressive torch
       dragon from Chinese mythology created 
          the seasonal winds when breathing. 
       
        
        When he breathes out, it’s winter and 
          when he breathes in, it is summer.
 

Whoosh… 

   Zhulong the 
Candle Dragon

Draw a
dragon!

colour 
me in

say hello
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Make a paper 
  snowflake!

   draw this 
     shape

     cut out 
   the drawn 
      shape

cut

fold 
over

fold in fold in 

fold over
fold over

 open up to a  
   beautiful 
  snowflake!

you will need
square piece of paper
          pencil
         scissors 

  adult 
help with
 scissors

  adult 
help with
 scissors
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  Day of the Dead - Dia de los Muertos, 
      is a celebration of life and death.
   Originating in Mexico, this colourful 
   autumnal festival welcomes back the 
      souls of departed family for a 
             brief get-together. 

  

 

Dia de los Muertos

   Seasonal Festivals 
       and Customs

  fill the page with 
  colourful flowers 
     and skulls!

colour 
 me in
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The Magic of

Seasons

What Season is it?

List things you spotted.

Draw something that inspired you.

Maybe its a flower, leaf, animal track, or even a cloud! 

say hello

Go on a nature hunt!
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